
THE UDF. COSATU and hun-
dreds of other organisations have
called for the unbanning of the
ANC and other organisations
Since political turmoil deepened

last year . the PFP . prominent busi-
ness men . Kangwane chief minister
Eros Mabuza, the PFP, the Soweto
Parents Crisis Committee, Nusas,
Cosatu, UDF and church leaders
have held talks with senior ANC
members.
Even the Broederbond is said to

want to meet the ANC. The Afri-
kaans newspaper 'Die Vaderland'
said "in practice the ANC has
already become part of SA's inter-
nal political dialogue' .
The UDF said the call for the
unbanning of the ANC was the
result of a groundswell of support
for the organisation .
The ANC is a legitimate organisa

tion which expressed the views and
aspirations of all South Africa's
people, they said .
"Because of the historically signi

ficant role that the ANC played
and continues to play the UDF calls
for its unbanning ."
They said the campaign to urban
the ANC had spread and was part
of campaigns run by youth, student,
worker, church and other organisa-
tions. "The need now is to give the
call a national perspective," said
the UDF .
A joint ANC. Cosatu and Sactu

statement released after their meet-
ing pledged determination to build
a democratic South Africa free of
national oppression and economic

exploitation .
They said the meeting arose from

common concern at the crisis into
which "the apartheid system of
national oppression and economic
exploitation have plunged our
country ."
"The Pretoria regime and the rul

ing class in SA are powerless to pro-
vide any real solutions, and lasting
solutions can only emerge from the
national liberation movement,
headed by the ANC, and the entire
democratic forces of our country, of
which Cosatu is an important and
integral part" .
The fundamental problem of

political power in the country could
only be resolved with the full par-
ticipation of the ANC - regarded
by SA's majority as their genuine
representatives .
After wide-ranging discussion, the

delegations agreed that solutions to
SA's problems lay in a system of
majority rule in a non-racial democ-
ratic SA . Such a system could not
be seperated from economic eman-
cipation. Victory must embrace
more than formal political democ racy, they said.

At the same time as representing
the working class. Cosatu was
"seized with the task of engaging
the workers in the general democ-
ratic struggle, both as an indepen

dent organisation and as an essen-
tial component of the democratic
forces" .
"The advancement of the interests

of the workers and the democratic
struggle of our people requires that

Cosatu, in working with other
democratic mass organisations,
seeks to build disciplined alliances
to ensure that the mobilisation of
our people in united mass action
also deepens the organisational
basis of all democratic organisa-
tions"
The ANC emphasised "the need

for the greatest possible mobilisa-
tion of all the people to join in
united political action against the
apartheid regime" .
Campaigns for the release of polit-

ical prisoners, for democratic edu-
cation, and to destroy the pass laws
were seen as important .
"In these and other campaigns, it

is the duty of the democratic forces
to work together and consult one
another so as to establish maximum
unity in action" .
No negotiations are possible while

Pretoria refused to accept that SA
should be governed by all its
people, black and white, as equals .
The ANC stressed there had been
no negotiations or "talk of talks" . If
there were, these would be public
and involve the entire democratic
movement.
Cosatu and Sactu agreed that the

widest possible trade union unity is
crucial in "the people's struggle
against the apartheid regime and
the bosses ."
A common commitment to fight

for a society free from the chains of
poverty, racism, and exploitation,
which would require the restructur-
ing of the present economy, was
reiterated .
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